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Abstract. Representation of scientific knowledge in ontologies suffers so often from the lack of computational knowledge
required for inference. This article aims to perform quantitative analysis on physical systems, that is, to answer questions about
values of quantitative state variables of a physical system with known structure.
For this objective, we incorporate procedural knowledge on two distinct levels. At the domain-specific level, we propose a
representation model for scientific knowledge, i.e. variables, theories, and laws of nature.
At the domain-independent level, we provide an algorithm which, given a system S with known structure and a relevant
scientific theory T , extracts a constraint network, whose variables are state variables of S defined by T , and whose constraints
raise from relevant laws in T . The constraint network is then solved, to build a system of equations whose unknowns are the
output variables of S.
The proposed representation model and reasoning algorithm are evaluated by applying them to classic analysis examples.
Keywords: Knowledge representation, scientific ontology, meta-science, quantitative analysis, constraint network
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1. Introduction

AU

Scientists develop, test, refute and improve scientific models to describe parts of the world. Scientific
models are the building blocks of scientific knowledge. They provide descriptions about their subjects
and make it possible to find new information from the known ones. The nature of the structure and function of scientific models is a central question in the philosophy of science. In the state-space approach of
the so-called Semantic View, what a scientific model provides as knowledge is the assertion that specific
relations hold among some of the variables of the subject (Winther, 2016).
A machine should represent scientific knowledge formally to perform scientific reasoning. Therefore,
the ontologies of the underlined scientific knowledge should be developed to fulfill this requirement.
These ontologies contain scientific taxonomy and terminology, including laws of nature. However, less
attention has been paid to the mathematical nature of quantitative scientific laws. In other words, most
of the represented scientific knowledge is descriptive and can not be used to solve scientific problems.
Our objective is to design a machine capable of performing scientific reasoning and quantitative problem solving, based on scientific ontologies. This objective requires modifications to ontologies, and
also some meta-level mechanisms (i.e. reasoning algorithms) to do problem-solving based on scientific
knowledge.
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In the present work, we propose a solution to the above objective for a specific subset of scientific
knowledge, as well as a specific style of problems, namely, the problem of quantitative analysis of
physical systems.
Therefore, this article deals with those laws of nature, which assert constraints among quantitative
variables. We especially deal with those laws, which are expressed as mathematical equalities. For instance Newtons laws of motion, Ohm’s Law and Kirchhoff’s Current Law (KCL) in circuit theory.
Contributions of this article are as follows:

PY

(1) A representation model is proposed for those quantitative scientific laws, which include mathematical equalities, in 3 different forms: (1) A definite number of variables participating in an equality,
(2) An indefinite number of variables, adding-up to zero, and (3) An indefinite number of variables,
all supposed to be mutually equal.
(2) Given a system S with known structure, a theory T which contains scientific laws governing elements and relations in S, and a subset O of state variables considered as the output of S, we develop
2 algorithms. The first algorithm is to build a constraint network consisting of variables of S together with constraints among those variables. The second algorithm aims to solve that constraint
network in order to build the system of equations of outputs of S.
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We show the capabilities of the afore-mentioned models and algorithms by applying them to a variety
of concrete examples.
This work does not mention any development process for ontologies. However, the representation
model proposed here can be considered as an extension to most existing scientific ontologies.
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1.1. Problem statement
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The objective of this article is to provide a representation model of scientific knowledge, plus a reasoning mechanism for quantitative analysis of a given physical system with known structure.
It is desirable to perform the job of analysis on two distinct levels. The domain-specific level is expected to provide professional scientific knowledge, while the domain-independent module will be responsible to perform general reasoning tasks (Crubézy and Musen, 2004).
Successful reasoning requires (1) to have prepared a sufficiently rich set of inference rules, (2) to
select a subset of that collection, i.e. those rules which are relevant to the stated problem, and (3) to
successfully apply those rules in order to deduce the desired information.
Clearly, domain-specific knowledge is provided by relevant scientific models. However, a number
of difficulties occur, when one tries to represent scientific models and use them to perform domainindependent reasoning. Therefore, a solution to the above-mentioned problem should handle these difficulties:
(1) Scientific laws are formulated by variables, each of which describes an attribute of a definite part of
the physical world. Ohm’s Law, for instance, uses voltages va , vb of ports a, b of a resistor, together
with current ia of port a, and resistance R of the resistor, and is formulated as va − vb = Ria . If
these variables all point to the same thing, i.e. the resistor under question, then ports a and b and
the electric connections they participate, will not be distinguishable for Ohm’s Law. As ports a and
b participate in distinct electric connections, it will be required that va and vb explicitly point to
them as different targets. Similarly, ia is required to explicitly point to port a.
As a result, it is required that every single variable point to a specific target (say an RDF node) in
the structure of the system under question.
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(2) Back to the preceding paragraph, suppose that port a of the resistor participates in an electric connection (node, as is said in circuit theory). The very same variable ia , appeared in Ohm’s Law,
should, therefore, participate in Kirchhoff’s Current Law (KCL), which governs the node. This
suggests that it would be more convenient if the variable is not defined by either of these laws.
Rather, it should be defined by something bigger than Ohm’s Law or KCL (we will give the responsibility to the scientific theory containing these laws).
(3) A scientific law L, formulated as mathematical equality among variables v1 , . . . , vn , is able to find
the value of one of those variables, say vj , given values of all others. This, indeed, is the inference
mechanism provided by L. However, it is not known a priori, which variable will receive value
when L is to be applied. In Ohm’s Law va − vb = Ria , for instance, it will be possible to find the
value of va , given values of vb , ia and the parameter R. Likewise, it is equally possible to compute
vb given values of others or to compute ia given values of others. Therefore, it will be necessary to
write down 3 different inference rules, corresponding to this law.
It is, on the other hand, very likely that each scientific law should be applied only one time, on
each relevant instance. In an electric circuit with, say, 2 resistors, the Ohm’s Law applies exactly
one time on each resistor. This means that whenever one of the above-mentioned inference rules is
applied on a given entity, others should be “informed” and prevented from being applied.
(4) In many cases, outputs of systems are functions of time, rather than numeric values, and the analysis method is expected to form suitable function equations (very probably, differential equations)
whose unknowns are the output variables under question. This suggests that the laws of nature
should handle such functions, as well as numeric values.
(5) Some laws of nature (for instance, KCL in circuit theory and Newton’s third law of motion), state
that the sum of a number of variables (electric current and force, respectively) is definitely zero.
However, the number of those variables is determined by how many entities have participated in
a type of relation (electric or mechanical connection). It is therefore not possible to write down
equality until there is a system at hand, which is supposed to be analyzed. This makes it difficult to
represent this sort of law.
We will propose a representation model and use the model in reasoning, to overcome these difficulties.
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1.2. Related work

The present work aims to provide (1) a representation model for scientific knowledge in ontology such
that it can be used in quantitative analysis of physical systems, and (2) a reasoning mechanism, capable of using the above-mentioned knowledge in quantitative analysis of physical systems in a domainindependent manner. In brief, the reasoning mechanism uses scientific knowledge to build a constraint
network, whose variables are state and parameter variables of the given system S, and whose constraints
are derived from scientific laws governing constituent elements and relations of S.
It is assumed that the reasoner does not include any bit of specific scientific knowledge. However, the
reasoner knows about concepts, the structure, and the constraints of science. Separation of scientific and
meta-scientific knowledge improves the re-usability of the reasoning mechanism in different domains
and distinguishes this work from traditional analysis methods, presented, for instance, in Nilsson and
Riedel’s book (2014).
In qualitative analysis (Weld and De Kleer, 2013) as well as answering scientific questions (e.g.
Chaudhri et al., 2014; Li and Clark, 2015) reasoning and outcomes are based on variables, some of
which are intrinsically qualitative (e.g. whether a given variable increases or decreases with time), and
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others are numeric, but are replaced with qualitative variables (e.g. one of several, predefined intervals
containing its value). In the present work, however, variables are either real numbers or real-valued functions of time, hence typically with infinite domains. As a result, we need to represent quantitative laws
of physics describing parts of the system under question.
Bittner (2018) uses 2-dimensional modal predicate logic to formalize very fundamental concepts of
space–time and physical entities in classical mechanics. The formalization is then computationally realized through the proof assistant Isabelle/HOL1 (Nipkow et al., 2002). The present work is based on
first-order logic and uses OWL as a representation language. This machinery works well as we only
need the concept of time as the independent variable, to which, all the state variables depend.
In what follows, we review several existing ontologies in physics. We also mention the basic formalism
of constraint networks.
There already exist scientific ontologies, e.g. OPB,2 SWEET3 and SCO.4 Moreover, there are upperlevel ontologies, SUMO5 for instance, extended to contain scientific knowledge.
In the Engineering domain of SUMO (Pease, 2016; Niles and Pease, 2001) a taxonomy of physical
elements is developed. Our representation model may extend SUMO through the introduction of state
variables which, in our model, are defined by scientific theories. These variables describe specific attributes of structural elements/relations of the system under question. But also, they participate in the
mathematical content of scientific laws. They have therefore an essential role in scientific reasoning
mechanism, as will be seen later in this text.
EXPO6 (Soldatova and King, 2006) is developed to formalize structures and goals of scientific experiments. Scientific Experiment, Experimental Goal and Experimental Equipment are examples of classes
in EXPO.
General classes of science in the present work cover aspects of science which are not present in EXPO.
The meta-ontology of science (Figure 1) and EXPO may, therefore, be joined to expand the coverage of
science.
In OPB (Cook et al., 2013) physical laws are considered as constraints on physical variables. Our
proposed model adds the representing mathematical equalities to those constraints.
Some laws of nature (Hookes’ law in mechanics, for instance) are mentioned in SWEET (Raskin
and Pan, 2005), developed by NASA. It is, however, silent about inference mechanism of the included
scientific knowledge.
SCO (Cvjetkovic, 2017) uses physical quantities and their dimensions to define variables, and uses
those variables to represent laws of nature. This makes it possible to perform computations based on the
mathematical structure of scientific laws, especially those laws which are represented as mathematical
equalities.
Our proposed representation model adds to SCO, the link between a law L of nature on the one side,
and the part P of world, governed by L on the other side, as well as the link between any variable v
which appears in L, and the corresponding part L of L which is represented by v. This extension brings
the capability of combining scientific laws, in accordance with the elements and relations contained in
1 Higher

Order Logic.
of Physics for Biology.
3 Semantic Web for Earth and Environmental Terminologies.
4 Symbolic Computation Ontology.
5 Suggested Upper Merged Ontology.
6 Ontology of Scientific Experiments.
2 Ontology
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Table 1
Aspects of the proposed representation model and the extensions it offers to ontologies named here. A check-mark means that
the corresponding aspect provides a potential extension to the named ontology
Aspect of representation
Theory contains laws
Theory defines state variables
Variable has target
Variable has type

SUMO

OPB

SWEET












SCO
















Law has mathematical structure:
equality
zero-sum
all-equal















PY

Law has target (part of world):
element
relation
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the structure of a given physical system S. The present work shows how this representation model may
be employed to make a constraint network, using which, S may be analyzed
Table 1 summarizes aspects of the proposed representation model, and the extensions it offers to
ontologies mentioned here, in order to enable the reasoner to perform domain-independent reasoning.
Linked Science initiative (Kauppinen and de Espindola, 2011) is a community-driven effort to interconnect scientific assets, including scientific data and scientific research. A set of vocabularies, including
Linked Science Core Vocabulary (LSC)7 has been developed in Linked Science. The meta-science ontology of the present work can well be joined to LSC, while scientific terms present in this work constitute
an initial version of a domain-specific vocabulary of physics.
The present work builds and solves a constraint network, whose variables are state variables and parameters of the system under investigation. Constraint networks are the standard data structures for representing constraint satisfaction problems (Tsang, 2014; Lecoutre, 2013) and usually have boolean, categorical, integer or real quantitative variables with finite or infinite domains (e.g. Tsang, 2014; Lecoutre,
2013; Cohen-Solal et al., 2017; Koriche et al., 2015).
We work with variables, most of which are real-valued functions of time, rather than numerical variables. This makes the search spaces essentially infinite. The variables we consider, very often are answers
of some sort of function equations (most probably, differential or integral-differential equations). On the
other hand, as we analyze definite systems, i.e. those with unique feasible behaviors, the variables under
question are expected to be uniquely determinable, based on the structure of the system. We make use
of this strength of constraints, through the well-known constraint propagation.
Our variables are, however, either real quantities or real-valued functions of time. It is, therefore,
necessary to work with mathematical expressions containing names of functions, as well as their (anti)derivatives. To handle this, we consider all the values of variables to be strings. A string expression like
“2x + 3x” is simplified to “5x” using a mathematical engine.
Another difference in our method is that a given variable may have zero, one, or more values. Indeed,
we form an equation by setting 2 values of a given variable to be equal. At the same time, as all values
are strings rather than numbers, they can contain known (“3.85”, for instance), as well as unknown (e.g.
“x + 2”) expressions.
7 http://linkedscience.org/vocabularies
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Examples of analysis presented in this work are electrical and mechanical lumped-element systems.
Lumped-element model is used to describe the behavior of systems in a growing number of domains
including electricity (Boylestad, 2010; Nilsson and Riedel, 2014; Kulakowski et al., 2007), mechanics
(Kulakowski et al., 2007), thermodynamics (Kulakowski et al., 2007; Forbus et al., 1999), hydraulics
(Kulakowski et al., 2007), microwave engineering (Bahl, 2003), ecology (Lawrence et al., 2013) and
economics (Ruth and Hannon, 2012). Lumped element model considers a dynamical system as a network
of interrelated lumped elements. Analysis methods of lumped element systems have been developed in
the literature. While slightly different in detail, they all tend to write a system of differential equations
whose solution will denote the response of the system under study. This system of equations, however,
may become large, as can be seen, for instance, in Kulakowski et al.’s book (2007, page 175).
Our proposed method, when applied to this sort of system, generates a system of equations whose unknowns are exactly the variables under question, i.e. the subset of state variables, considered as outputs.
The system of equations is therefore small in size.
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1.3. The big picture
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Figure 1 shows the main components participating in the present work. We mainly deal with gray
components. Ontology of physical elements and relations (OPER) is supposed to extend upper-level
ontology (ULO) to represent those elements that appear in the structure of the systems under question
and the relations among them. For instance, electric elements such as resistors, capacitors and voltage
sources, constitute the structure of a typical electric circuit and are interrelated through electric connections.
Ontology of physics (OP) contains knowledge relevant to the system under question. For instance,
in order to be able to analyze electric circuits, the OP is required to contain circuit theory. This theory
contains scientific models describing the behavior of resistors, capacitors and other electric elements,
and also electric connections (called their targets (Winther, 2016; Frigg and Hartmann, 2012)).
While physical elements and their governing laws could be included in a single ontology, we consider
OPER and OP as distinct ontologies for two reasons. First, we mainly deal with the ontology of science
rather than of the physical world. Second, to propose that the ontology of science can (have to, indeed)
use the ontology of elements and relations in the physical world, but not vice versa. As a result, every
potential relation between elements of the two ontologies, are defined in OP rather than in OPER.
The meta-ontology of science (MS) contains expectations about scientific knowledge, e.g. the constraint mentioned in the previous paragraph: a scientific theory should contain laws of nature governing
parts of the physical world. The ontology of physics (OP) is required to comply with MS.

Fig. 1. Main components participating in this work. We deal with gray blocks.
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The domain-independent reasoner, responsible for using represented scientific knowledge to perform
analysis, is also contained in MS. The reasoner queries the ontology of physics to perform reasoning.
However, it is important that the questions asked by the reasoner against OP are solely based on the
terminology of meta-science and do not contain any term from OP. For instance, a query may contain
the term “law of nature”, but not “Ohm’s Law”. This constraint guarantees that the reasoning procedure
will be domain-independent. Nevertheless, answers to asked questions may (and usually will) contain
domain-specific terms. The reasoner uses these answers to perform reasoning.
Therefore we separate the required knowledge into 2 distinct levels, i.e. the domain-specific scientific level, and the domain-independent meta-science. This separation improves the re-usability of the
reasoning algorithm.
1.4. Structure of the following sections

2. Representation of scientific knowledge
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Subsequent sections are as follows. Section 2 proposes a representation model for that part of scientific
knowledge which this work focuses on, namely variables, theories and laws of nature. Section 3 deals
with the formation of a constraint network from the given structure of a system S, to be used in the
analysis of S. Section 4 provides an algorithm that takes as input the constraint network constructed
in Section 3 and extracts a system of equations whose unknowns are output variables of the system.
Section 5 provides experience to evaluate the proposed representation model and reasoning algorithm.
Section 6 discusses the main ideas provided in this work. Section 7 concludes and proposes future work.
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This section presents the proposed representation of scientific knowledge. We begin by a brief taxonomy of classes in meta-science, parts of which are described in the following subsections. The proposed
representation model is implemented in OWL.8
Figure 2 focuses on upper-level components of Figure 1 and shows the main meta-science concepts
used in the present work. Table 2 provides meanings of visual notations used in different figures of the
text.
As seen in Figure 2, a scientific model uses variables to describe some parts of the world. This usage
of variables is then inherited by theories and laws, as subclasses of scientific models. Variables will
be detailed in Section 2.1. Theories are specialized to theories in natural sciences. A theory in natural
science describes a part of the physical world (Section 2.2). Laws are specialized to laws of nature.
A law of nature definitely describes some parts of the physical world. Another subclass of laws is the
class of quantitative laws, i.e. those laws which only use quantitative variables. Note that this class and
the class laws of nature are not disjoint. The present work deals solely with quantitative laws. Subclasses
of quantitative laws will be described in Section 2.3.
2.1. Variables
Variables are required to describe attributes. In the proposed representation model a variable has two
characteristics:
(1) A variable has a specific variable type. Specifically, the variable type of a quantitative variable is a
quantity.
8 The

ontology is available at https://github.com/nlp-sbu/metascience.
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Fig. 2. A brief taxonomy of scientific knowledge in domain-independent level.

O

(2) A variable describes something in the world. More precisely, it points to an individual in the ontology of the physical world.

C

Moreover, a variable is capable of receiving one or more values. Therefore, it is formally represented
by an ordered triple V = T , G, L of its type, target, and set of values, respectively.
For instance, suppose that 3 mA of electric current passes through terminal ra of resistor r. This fact
is represented as

O

R



electricCurrent, ra , {0.003} .
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The type of a variable is an instance of the class VariableType. The target of a variable is an instance
of PartOfWorld. The set of values may have zero, one or more members, each of which is represented
as a string primitive type.
Two groups of variables may be distinguished, namely parameters and state variables. Parameters
are variables required for describing a single element or a single relation. State variables, on the other
hand, represent the transfer of energy, matter or information among different elements of a system. In the
well-known Ohm’s Law, for instance, the resistance R of the resistor is a parameter, while the voltages
and electric currents of the two ports of the resistor are state variables.
2.2. Theories in natural sciences
In the proposed representation, a scientific theory has 2 main roles, as described below.
(1) A scientific theory declares variables. Declared variables may later be used by scientific laws, to
announce constraints. For instance, circuit theory declares both a voltage (Figure 3) and an electric
current on each electric port. It also declares parameters of electrical elements, such as resistance
as a parameter of a resistor. Variables declared by a given theory, may later participate in some
laws of nature (Section 2.3).
(2) A scientific theory contains a number of scientific laws (Figure 2). Specifically, a theory in natural
sciences contains some laws of nature. For instance, circuit theory contains a number of laws of
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Table 2
Visual notations used in figures
Meaning

Notation

Ontology
Class
Individual
Group

rdfs:subClassOf

PY

rdf:type
portParticipatesInRelation
variableDescribesPartOfWorld

O

elementHasPortπ *

lawOfNatureModelsPartOfWorld

Constraint (applied)

O

Variable with no value

R

Constraint (not applied)

C

variableHasType

TH

Variable with one value

Variable with more than one value
Value

* element

AU

may be any element like resistor, capacitor, independentVoltageSource, ground, spring, point mass and damper. π  is a, b, p or n.
For instance resistorHasPortA, resistorHasPortB.

nature (Figure 4), each of which describes either an electrical element or an electric relation. The
laws of nature will be described in the next section.
2.3. Laws of nature
A law of nature claims a restriction on part of the physical world, namely its target (Winther, 2016;
Frigg and Hartmann, 2012). A law of nature uses a number of variables to formulate its claim. Those
variables are provided by the scientific theory which contains the law.
The Ohm’s Law, as an instance, claims the equality va − vb = Ria among electric potentials va ,
vb of ports a, b, electric current ia entering port a, and the electric resistance R of an electric resistor.
Importantly, these variables are all declared by the theory which provides Ohm’s Law, i.e. circuit theory.
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Fig. 3. A theory declares one or more variables on some part of the world.
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We wish to enable our scientific reasoner to perform inferences based on the quantitative laws of
nature. In Section 3 we will instantiate a law when applicable. For example, an instance of the Ohm’s
Law is built according to every single electric resistor present in the system under investigation. We
consider instances of a given law as constraints. Each constraint may be in one of 3 states at a given
instance of time. It is either (1) not yet ready to be applied (due to lack of data), (2) ready to be applied
or (3) already applied.
Importantly, however, the reasoner should be independent of the scientific content of each specific
law. To achieve this goal, we classify quantitative laws based on their mathematical structure into fixedequality laws, all-equal laws and zero-sum laws as described in the following.

AU

Fixed-equality laws. A fixed-equality law claims an equality among a definite number of variables. The
well-known Ohm’s Law, for instance, announces the equality
va − vb = Ria

(1)

among three state variables va , vb and ia and one parameter variable, namely R. The number of participating variables remains invariant among different applications of the law. This property distinguishes a
fixed-equality law from what we call a zero-sum law.
As an instance of fixed-equality laws, we describe Ohm’s Law in more detail. As shown in Figure 5
Ohm’s Law models some parts of the world, namely resistors. A resistor owns two electric ports called
a and b. There is a variable of type electric current, whose target is port a of the resistor. Similarly,
voltages of ports a, b and the resistance of the resistor. Ohm’s Law is related to these four variables,
through the relation use. Equality (1) claimed by the law is written as its string property, i.e.
<ph:resistorPortAV> - <ph:resistorPortBV> ==
<ph:resistorR> * <ph:resistorPortAI>
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Fig. 4. Circuit theory and a number of its laws. Abbreviations: IVS = Independent Voltage Source, ICS = Independent Current
Source, VDVS = Voltage-Dependent Voltage Source, CDVS = Current-Dependent Voltage Source, VDCS = Voltage-Dependent Current Source, CDCS = Current-Dependent Current Source.

Fig. 5. Ohm’s Law as an instance of fixed-equality laws. Note that the law is related to variable through a unique edge. This
makes it possible to distinguish the unique role of each variable in equality (1).
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Typically each participating variable has a unique role in a fixed-equality law. In the equality (1), for
instance, va may not be interchanged with vb . As a result, it is necessary to distinguish each variable in
a fixed-equality law. This is achieved by having different edges connecting the law to its variables, as
shown in Figure 5.
Each variable mentioned in the formula may be uniquely identified by two properties, namely its type
and target. For instance, the variable va in (1) may be uniquely described as follows:
(1) Its variableType is voltage.
(2) Its target (the node resistorPortA in Figure 5) is the unique node which is under the relation
resistorHasPortA with the target of the law (i.e. the Resistor).
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This characteristic does not depend on either of the names Resistor, resistorPortA or resistorPortAV. Instead, it depends on the edges va (in the ontology it is named ohmsLawUsesVA),
variableDescribesPartOfWorld, resistorHasPortA as well as variableHasType together with the individual voltage of class Quantity, all of which remain unchanged in different
exemplar individuals of the class Resistor. This and similar identifications of variables will be used
in Section 3 to develop the constraint network of a given system.
A constraint instantiated from a fixed-equality law with k variables is ready to be applied if at least
k − 1 of its variables have received values. For instance, a constraint instantiated from the Ohm’s Law
(equality (1)) is ready to be applied if va , vb and R have received values. The application of the constraint
will then lead to a new value for ia .
However, such a constraint can be applied even if all its variables have already received values. The
application of the constraint will then give another value for one of its variables. This will not tend to
an inconsistency since we let a variable to receive more than one values. Indeed, Section 4 will use
excessive values to build the behavioral equations of the system under consideration.
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All-equal laws. An all-equal law claims the equality of many variables. The variables should all be of
the same type. However, the number of variables varies in different applications of an all-equal law. For
instance, it is known that all the electric ports participating in the same connection (also called a node, in
the electric circuit theory) share the same electric potential. This law can be formulated as an all-equal
law among electric potentials of the participating ports. Since the number of interconnected electric ports
vary in different nodes of electric circuits, a different number of (voltage) variables are to be set as being
equal. Figure 6 shows this law in the ontology of physics. The law reads: “For every electric connection,
the voltages of all participating ports are equal.”
An all-equal constraint c with k variables is ready to be applied if at least 1 of its variables have
received values. The application of c will then lead to a new value for all other variables of c.
Zero-sum laws. A zero-sum law states that the sum of a set of variables equals zero. Kirchhoff’s Current Law (KCL) of circuit theory is an example of zero-sum laws. Another instance is Newton’s Third
Law in motion, which states that the forces acting on several interconnected mechanical ports add-up to
zero.

Fig. 6. The all-equal law among voltages of electric ports participating in a connection.
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Fig. 7. KCL is an instance of zero-sum laws.

3. From structure to constraint network
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A zero-sum law (ZSL) differs from a fixed-equality law (FEL) in two ways. First, similar to an allequal law, the number of participating variables may vary in different applications of a zero-sum law.
Second, all variables participating in a zero-sum law necessarily share the same type and play similar
roles in the law.
Figure 7 shows, as an instance, the KCL in the ontology of physics. The law states that “for every
electric connection, the electric currents passing through all the participating ports add-up to zero”.
The next section shows how the reasoner uses represented scientific knowledge to build the constraint
network of the behavior of a given physical system with a known structure.
A constraint c with k variables, instantiated from a zero-sum law, is ready to be applied if at least
k − 1 of its variables have received values. The application of c will then lead to a new value for the
other variable of c.
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Given a system S with known structure, a relevant scientific theory T , and a non-empty set O of state
variables considered as outputs of S, it is possible to develop a constraint network from which one can
find the equations of output state variables. This section proposes an algorithm that enables a reasoner
to build the appropriate constraint network.
We suppose that the reasoner contains knowledge about science, as shown in Figure 2. However, the
reasoner is not permitted to have any bit of scientific knowledge. Indeed, we aim to keep the scientific
reasoning separated from scientific knowledge.
In Section 4, the constraint networks constructed in the present section are used to solve the aforementioned analysis problem.
3.1. Structure and behavior

Definition 1. Let S be a physical system under investigation. By the structure of S we mean the set E of
constituent elements of S, the set R of interrelations among members of E together with all parameters
of members of E ∪ R.
We represent the structure of a given system as a graph whose vertices are members of E ∪ R in
Definition 1. We emphasize that the structural relations (i.e. members of R) are represented as vertices
rather than as edges. However, the participation of elements in relations is represented as edges. This
design pattern has two advantages. The first advantage is that binary structural relations are represented
similar to those among three or more participants. The second advantage is that the target of a given
scientific law will always be a node, regardless of whether that target is an element (as in Ohm’s Law,
whose targets are electric resistors) or a relation (e.g. KCL which describes electrical connections).
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Definition 2. Let S be a physical system under investigation. The output of S is a given set of state
variables of S. By the behavior of S we mean the output of S as a (scalar or vector) function of time.
Analyzing a physical system S is the task of finding the behavior of S, given its structure. In the present
work, we extract the (usually differential) equation (or system of equations) whose unknown(s) is the
output variable(s) of S. One may find the behavior by adding the initial state and solving the equation(s).
3.2. Constraint networks
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Given a physical system S with known structure, and a relevant scientific theory T , it is possible to
automatically build a constraint network in order to analyze S. Section 3.3 will show in detail, how to
perform this task. Here is an explanation about representing constraint networks.
A constraint network (Tsang, 2014; Lecoutre, 2013) is an ordered pair V , C, where V is a set of
variables and C is a set of constraints, each of which is on some members of V .
We only consider quantitative, continuous variables with domain R, the set of all real numbers. A variable may have zero, one or more values. We represent all values as strings.
A constraint binds one or more variables. There are different types of constraints, corresponding to
different types of quantitative scientific laws mentioned in Section 2.3. Therefore we will have fixedequality, all-equal and zero-sum constraints, as instances of fixed-equality, all-equal and zero-sum laws,
correspondingly.
A given constraint may be in one of the following states at a given instance of time: It may be either
yet not ready to be applied, ready to be applied or already applied (Section 2.3).
We represent a constraint network as a graph whose vertices are either a variable, a value or a constraint. Table 2 provides notations used for presenting nodes of constraint networks. A variable v is
linked to a constraint c if and only if v is mentioned in c. Values of a variable v are adjacent to v. Constraints are presented by rectangles. A white rectangle presents a constraint which is yet not ready to be
applied, due to lack of necessary data. A gray rectangle presents a constraint that is ready to be applied.
Applied constraints are shown as black rectangles. We present variables by ellipses. A variable may
receive an arbitrary number of values. Variables with zero, one, and more than one value are presented
by white, gray, and black ellipses respectively. Values are shown as dashed ellipses.
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Definition 3. The degree of a constraint c, deg(c), is the number of equalities it contains. Therefore the
degree of a fixed-equality constraint is 1, as well as that of a zero-sum constraint. However, the degree
of an all-equal constraint with k variables is k − 1.
Suppose that c is a constraint with degree deg(c) = d. When c is applied, there will be d distinct
variables, each of which receives 1 new value.
Definition 4. Let N = V , C be a constraint network and Ca the subset of C containing those constraints which are already applied. The degrees of constraints of N, denoted DoC(N ), is the sum of
degrees of those constraints which are not yet applied, namely
DoC(N ) :=



deg(c)

(2)

c∈C\Ca

and denotes the number of new values assigned to variables, after all not-yet-applied constraints are
applied. Let A be the set of values assigned to variables in N . We define degrees of freedom of N to be
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the number


DoF(N ) = |V | − |A| + DoC(N ) .

(3)

Note that application of a constraint c assigns deg(c) new values to variable. Therefore the degrees of
freedom remain unchanged by the application of any constraint. As a result, it also remains unchanged
by successive applications of constraints in the given network. This property will be used in Section 4 in
building the system of state equations.
In the next subsection, we propose an algorithm for building a constraint network in order to answer
the question(s) stated in an analysis problem.
3.3. Building the constraint network

O
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Given a system S with known structure, a relevant scientific theory T and a set O of one or more
state variables considered as outputs of the system, we present a method of building a constraint network, which will be used in Section 4 to develop the state equations, i.e. the system of equations whose
unknowns are the state variables in the set O.
While the algorithm has knowledge about science, as shown in Figure 2, it does not have any scientific
knowledge. This makes it possible to separate scientific knowledge from the reasoning procedure.
Basically, the idea is as follows:
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(1) Make an empty constraint network N.
(2) Add to N, all the state variables in the system S based on the given theory T (note that a variable
is identified by its type and target).
(3) For every element or relation p in the structure of S, let q be its type. Refer to the theory T to find,
based on q, those scientific law(s) which govern p. For every governing law w make a copy c of w
and add c to N .
(4) For each variable b appearing in the law w find the variable v in N with the following conditions
and constrain v with the copy c of w:

AU

• The variableType of v is the same as that of b.
• The relation between p and the target of v, also exists between q and the target of b.
This makes the constraint network. The algorithm is detailed as the procedure S TRUCTURE 2CN in
Table 3 (Table 3 refers to Tables 4–6).
Table 7 lists a small collection of laws of nature that will be used in examples of the present and the
following sections.
Example 1. Figure 8 shows an electric circuit consisting of a voltage source s, two resistors r1 , r2 , and
a capacitor c interconnected by electric connections cn1 , cn2 , cn3 . Suppose that the voltage at port a of
capacitor c is considered as the output variable of the system. This is shown as the equality v = x.
Figure 9 shows the representation of the circuit in the ontology of the physical world. The parameters
R1 , R2 , C and E, have known values while the output variable vca has an unknown value, namely x.
These variables are shown by gray ellipses (see Table 2).
The constraint network built by procedure S TRUCTURE 2CN of Table 3 is shown in Figure 10. Constraints, variables and values are presented as mentioned in Section 3.2 and Table 2. The big, dash-dotted
ellipses in the figure are not part of the constraint network. They informally present variables and constraints related to different elements and relations in the circuit. The label next to each ellipse names the
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Table 3
Algorithm of making the constraint network
1: procedure S TRUCTURE 2CN(S, , O, O, T )
2:
 S: The system being analyzed
3:
 : An RDF graph, representing the structure of S
4:
 O: A set of state variables, considered as output of S
5:
 O: A scientific ontology
6:
 T of O: A theory in physical sciences
7:
N ← empty constraint network
8:
for all node p in  do
9:
if p is the target of any o ∈ O then
10:
Define a new variable o
11:
Set target of o as that of o
12:
Set type of o as that of o
13:
Assign value(s) to o as that of o
14:
Add o to N
15:
end if
16:
q ← type of p
17:
for all variable type τ which T puts on q do
18:
Define a variable v of type τ
19:
Have v point to p
20:
Add v to N if v is not duplicate
21:
end for
22:
end for
23:
for all node p in  do
24:
q ← type of p
25:
for all law w in theory T , governing q do
26:
if w is a fixed-equality law then
27:
A DD F IXED E QUALITY(p, q, w, N , O)
28:
else if w is an all-equal law then
29:
A DDA LL E QUAL(p, q, w, N, O)
30:
else if w is a zero-sum law then
31:
A DD Z ERO S UM(p, q, w, N , O)
32:
end if
33:
end for
34:
end for
35:
return N ;
36: end procedure

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

Table 4
Add a constraint as an instance of a fixed-equality law
procedure A DD F IXED E QUALITY(p, q, w, N, O)
Define a new fixed-equality constraint c
for all variable v  linked to law w in O do
τ  ← type of v 
r  ← target of v 
h ← edge from q to r 
r ← destination of edge h beginning at p
v ← the variable in N of type τ  with target r
Link c to v
In content of c, replace id of v  with that of v
end for
end procedure
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

Table 6
Add a constraint as an instance of a zero-sum law
procedure A DD Z ERO S UM(p, q, w, N , O)
Define a new all-equal constraint c
t ← quantity of w
e ← edge of w
q  ← domain of e
for all nodes p  of type q  with edge e to p do
for all variable v in N with target p and type t do
Add v to the set of variables of c
end for
end for
end procedure
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

Table 5
Add a constraint as an instance of an all-equal law
procedure A DDA LL E QUAL(p, q, w, N , O)
Define a new all-equal constraint c
t ← quantity of w
e ← edge of w
q  ← domain of e
for all nodes p  of type q  with edge e to p do
for all variable v in N with target p and type t do
Add v to the set of variables of c
end for
end for
end procedure
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corresponding element or relation. Notably, the ellipses intersect, making it possible for the constraints
to propagate, as will be seen in Section 4. The constraint network contains 22 variables, 5 values (including the unknown value x assigned to the output variable vca ), and 15 constraints, the degrees of which
add up to 18 since all have degree 1 except EC1 cn2 with degree 2 and EC1 cn3 with degree 3. Therefore
the constraint network has 22 − (5 + 18) = −1 degrees of freedom.
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The next section uses the constraint network built by the algorithm introduced in the present section to extract state equations, that is, a system of equations whose unknowns are those state variables
considered as outputs of the system under question.
3.4. Removing unnecessary constraints
Scientific knowledge is huge. The idea of using targets of scientific theories helps in choosing relevant
knowledge for the analysis of systems. Potentially, however, there may still be some segments of knowledge which, although pointing to the target under study, will not help in answering the stated questions.
These parts of the created constraint network may optionally be removed using the method proposed in
this section.
In Example 1 we built the constraint network of the electric circuit under question (Figure 8). The
model is shown in Figure 10.
A close investigation of Figure 10 reveals that applying constraint EC2 cn3 does not help in solving
the constraint network. The point that there is no need to apply EC2 cn3 arises from the fact that the
constraint has a variable, namely iga , in the following situation:
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Table 7
An exemplary collection of elements, relations, and their governing laws of nature. KCL: Kirchhoff’s current law, N2: Newton’s
second law of motion, N3: Newton’s third law of motion

Current source
Ground
Electric connection
Damper
Spring

Name
Ohm

KCL

Hooke
N2

N3

AU
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Gas
Matter

O

Point mass
Force source
Fixed point
Mechanical connection

PY

Voltage source

Constraint
va − vb = Ria
ia + ib = 0
ia = CD[va − vb ]
ia + ib = 0
va − vb = LD[ia ]
ia + ib = 0
vp = vn + E(t)
ip + in = 0
iout = −I
iout + iin = 0
va = 0
∀j1 , j2 ∈ J , vj1 = vj2

j ∈J ij = 0
Fa = B(va − vb )
F a + Fb = 0
va − vb = k1 D[Fa ]
F a + Fb = 0
Fa = mD[va ]
Fa = −φ
va = 0
∀j1 , j2 ∈ J , vj1 = vj2

j ∈J Fj = 0
P V = RnT
m
n= M

O

Inductor

Variables
{va , vb , ia , R}
{ia , ib }
{va , vb , ia , C}
{ia , ib }
{va , vb , ia , L}
{ia , ib }
{vp , vn , E}
{ip , in }
{iout , I }
{iout , iin }
{va }
{vj : j ∈ J }
{ij : j ∈ J }
{Fa , va , vb , B}
{Fa , Fb }
{Fa , va , vb , k}
{Fa , Fb }
{Fa , va , m}
{Fa , φ}
{va }
{vj : j ∈ J }
{Fj : j ∈ J }
{P , V , n, T }
{m, n, M}

C

Capacitor

Code
Res1
Res2
Cap1
Cap2
Ind1
Ind2
VS1
VS2
CS1
CS2
Gnd1
EC1
EC2
Dmp1
Dmp2
Spr1
Spr2
PM 1
FS1
FP1
MC1
MC2
Gas1
Matter1

R

Target
Resistor

Fig. 8. The electric circuit of Example 1.

(1) The variable participates in only one constraint with degree of 1.
(2) The variable has neither a known nor an unknown value.
Definition 5. Let N be a constraint model. A variable v in N is said to be neutral if the above conditions 1 and 2 hold.
Let c be a constraint with degree 1 among the variables v1 , . . . , vn , where vn is a neutral variable. To
apply c it will be necessary that all the variables v1 , . . . , vn−1 have already received values since there is
no other way to assign a value to vn . Applying c will result in assigning a value to vn . This assignment,
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Fig. 9. Representation of the electric circuit of Example 1 as part of the ontology of physical world. Note that the parameters
R1 , R2 , C and E have known values while the output variable vca has an unknown value, namely x.

AU

Fig. 10. The constraint network of Example 1 built by S TRUCTURE 2CN in Table 3 (Table 3 refers to Tables 4–6).
Table 8
Post-process for removing neutral variables

1: procedure R EMOVE N EUTRALS(N )
2:
Initiate Vn
3:
while Vn = ∅ do
4:
for all vn ∈ Vn do
5:
Remove from N, vn and the single constraint cn governing vn
6:
end for
7:
Refresh Vn by examining remaining variables of cn
8:
9:
end while
10: end procedure

 N: A constraint network
 Set of neutral variables

 Perhaps new variables have been neutralized

however, will not help in bringing any other constraint into the “ready to apply” state. It is therefore useless to apply c. This motivates the deletion of constraint c and all the variables which participate in c only.
Thus we add the post-process R EMOVE N EUTRALS mentioned in Table 8 to the end of S TRUC TURE 2CN (Table 3). This removes segments of existing constraint network which are unnecessary for
solving the given problem.
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Fig. 11. The constraint network of Example 1 after removing (by Table 8) neutral variables and their corresponding constraints.

4. From constraint network to state equations
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Example 2. Consider the constraint model built in Example 1 (Figure 10). When the post-process in
Table 8 is applied, the network is reduced to what is shown in Figure 11. Here are the steps. Initially
the only neutral variable is iga . This variable is therefore removed together with the constraint EC2 cn3 .
This removal turns isn , ir2b and icb into neutral variables. These variables are therefore removed in turn
together with constraints VS2 s, Res2 r2 and Cap2 c. Again, this neutralizes the variable isp (but neither ir2a
nor ica ). This completes the execution of R EMOVE N EUTRALS (Figure 11).
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This section shows how to use the constraint network formed in the previous section to develop equations of state variables. The algorithm is similar to the propagation of constraints presented in Stallman
and Sussman’s work (1977) with a minute difference, which will be mentioned soon.
Let N = V , C be a constraint network whose degree of freedom is zero. Suppose that a subset {vo1 , . . . , voQ } of V is considered as the set of output variables and are assigned unknown values
x1 , . . . , xQ . These assignments introduce Q new values, reducing DoF(N ) to −Q. We apply every constraint. This will not affect degrees of freedom, as mentioned in Section 3.2. When all constraints are
applied, the total number of values will be Q more than variables, i.e. Q variables will have excessive
values. The assertion that all values of a single variable are equal makes a system of Q equations with
unknowns x1 , . . . , xQ , the solution of which, will provide the Q unknown values.
In Stallman and Sussman’s work (1977) variables are considered to be real or complex numbers rather
than real-valued functions. This is the case when one analyses an electric circuit in the so-called sinusoidal steady-state. In that work, the assignment of unknown value is postponed until a dead-end
situation, where no constraint is ready to be applied. In this situation, one unknown value (say x) is assigned to one variable to trigger one of the constraints. Applying constraints continues until one variable
receives its second value. An equation is then constituted using the 2 values. The equation is then solved
and the values of all variables whose values were expressed based on x are found. In brief, algebraic
equations are formed and solved during constraint propagation.
In the present work, in contrast, we consider state variables as functions of time. We are therefore
interested to find a system of function equations for output variables. This will guarantee to work equally
in theories with differential models (the time-domain theory of circuits, as an instance), as well as those
with algebraic models only (e.g. sinusoidal steady-state theory of circuits). It is only the nature of the
system’s elements that determine whether its output variables are constant or varying functions of time.
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Table 9
The basic algorithm for making the system of equations
procedure CN2E QUATION(N )
 N is a constraint network with a non-empty set Vo of unknown (output) variables and DoF(N ) = −|Vo |
Initiate Cr
 Queue of ready-to-apply constraints
while Cr . isNotEmpty do
γ ← Cr . dequeue()
γ . apply()
 See Tables 10–12
insert new ready constraints into Cr
end while
S←∅
for all variables v with more than one values do
for all distinct values ui , uj of v do
make an equation e : ui = uj
S ← S ∪ {e}
end for
end for
return S
 System of equations
end procedure
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
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In electric circuits, for instance, resistive circuits will show constant behavior. The equations of these
systems are found to be algebraic function equations. RLC circuits, on the other hand, have varying
outputs described by differential or integral/differential equations. Our version of the algorithm works
equally for systems with constant, as well as varying outputs.
The algorithm is described in Table 9. Its input is a constraint network N = V , C, whose set V of
variables includes a non-empty subset Vo of output state variables with unknown values (e.g. x, y, . . .),
and whose degrees of freedom is equal to −Q where Q = |Vo |. In other words, the number of variables
is Q less than the number of constraints plus that of values.
Informally, the algorithm is as follows:
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(1) Those constraints in C which are ready to apply are collected in a queue Cr .
(2) A constraint cr is dequeued and applied, making one or more variables to receive one value each.
(3) Potentially, other constraints may have become ready to apply, as a result of recent assignments of
values to variables. Those constraints are enqueued into Cr .
(4) Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until all the constraints c ∈ C are applied.
(5) Now there are Q excessive values assigned to variables. For each variable with more than one
value, set all its values to be mutually equal. This gives a system of Q equations with Q unknowns.
Here is what is meant by applying a constraint. Recall that a constraint is a copy of a law of nature. An
equality constraint is specifically a copy of a fixed-equality law, targeting an individual in the ontology
of the physical world. For instance, the constraint Res1 r2 in the constraint network in Figure 11 is a copy
of Ohm’s Law (Eq. (1)) targeting the resistor r2 in the circuit shown in Figure 8. Its content reads
vr2a − vr2b = R2 ∗ ir2a .

(4)

The prerequisites to apply this constraint is that all but one of its variables have received values. For
instance let vr2a has the value x, vr2b the value 0 and R2 = 6. By substituting these variables with
their values, we arrive at the equality x − 0 = 6 ∗ ir2a , which may be solved as an equation to find
ir2a = (1/6)x. Table 10 contains the method APPLY of a fixed-equality constraint.
All variables of a fixed-equality constraint may have already received values. In this case, one of its
variables could be selected arbitrarily to receive a new value.
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Table 10
The method apply() of fixed-equality constraints
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1: procedure γ . APPLY
2:
 Example: Let γ be the constraint Res1 r2 in Figures 10–15
3:
V ← list of variables of γ
 V ← {vr2a , vr2b , ir2a , R2 }
4:
e ← equality of γ
 e ← “vr2a − vr2b = R2 ∗ ir2a ”
5:
if numValuedVariables == numVariables − 1 then
6:
v0 ← the variable with no value
7:
else
 Every variables have values
8:
v0 ← an arbitrary v ∈ V
9:
end if
 v0 ← ir1b
10:
V  ← V \ {v0 }
 V  ← {vr2a , vr2b , R2 }
11:
 Each v ∈ V  already has at least one value:
12:
 vr2a .values = {“x”}, vr2b .values = {“0”}, R2 .values = {“6”}
13:
for all v ∈ V  do
14:
Replace in e, the variable v with (one of) its value(s)
15:
end for
 e ← “x − 0 = 6 ∗ ir2a ”
16:
Replace in e, the variable v0 with “v0 ”
 e ← “x − 0 = 6 ∗ v0 ”
17:
w0 ← equality e, solved for v0
 w0 ← “(1/6) ∗ x”
18:
v0 . receiveValue(w0 )
 ir2a . receiveValue(“(1/6) ∗ x”) (see Figure 15)
19: end procedure

C

 Example: Let γ be the constraint EC1 cn2 in Figures 10–15
 V ← {vr1b , vr2a , vca }
 v0 ← vca
 w0 ← “x”
 V  ← {vr1b , vr2a }
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1: procedure γ . APPLY
2:
3:
V ← set of variables of γ
4:
v0 ← a variable with at least one value
5:
w0 ← (one of the) value(s) of v0
6:
V  ← V \ {v0 }
7:
for all v ∈ V  do
8:
v. receiveValue(w0 )
9:
end for
10:
11: end procedure

O

Table 11
The method apply() of all-equal constraints

 vr1b . receiveValue(“x”), vr2a . receiveValue(“x”) (see Figure 15)
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To apply an all-equal constraint it is required that at least one of its variables have received a value.
Applying the constraint simply propagates that value to all other variables participating in the constraint
(Table 11).
Applying a zero-sum constraint c requires that all but (at most) one variable v0 of c have received
values. By application of c a new value is determined for v0 (Table 12).
Importantly, there may be a large number of variables in a constraint network. This, however, will not
determine how large the obtained system of equations will be. The latter is, instead, determined by the
number of state variables considered as output variables.
It is shown in Section 3.3 how the constraint network is formed, given the structure of a system, a
relevant theory, and a set of output state variables. In the following, we apply the algorithm in Table 9 to
solve the problem stated on the electric circuit of Example 1.
Example 3. Consider the electric circuit of Example 1 (Figure 8). The constraint network is visualized
in Figure 11. Recall that vca is considered as output variable. This is formalized by assigning an unknown
value to the variable vca in the constraint network (Figure 11). Importantly, the network has −1 degrees
of freedom.
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Table 12
The method apply() of zero-sum constraints
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1: procedure γ . APPLY
2:
 Example: Let γ be the constraint EC2 cn2 in Figures 10–15
3:
V ← list of variables of γ
 V ← {ir1b , ir2a , ica }
4:
if numValuedVariables == numVariables − 1 then
5:
v0 ← the variable with no value
6:
else
 All variables have values
7:
v0 ← an arbitrary v ∈ V
8:
end if
 v0 ← ir1b
9:
V  ← V \ {v0 }
 V  ← {ir2a , ica }
10:
 Variables in V  already have values:
11:
 ir2a .values = {“(1/6) ∗ x”}, ica .values = {“4 ∗ D[x]”}
12:
s ← “”
13:
for all v ∈ V  do
14:
s ← s + “ − (” + v. getValue(1) + “)”
15:
end for
 s ← “ − (1/6) ∗ x − (4 ∗ D[x])”
16:
v0 . receiveValue(s)
17:
 ir1b . receiveValue(“ − (1/6) ∗ x − (4 ∗ D[x])”) (see Figure 15)
18: end procedure

AU

Fig. 12. Execution of the procedure CN2E QUATION (Table 9) on the constraint network of Example 3 (Figure 11). Initially the
constraints Gnd1 g and EC1 cn2 are ready to apply.

CN2E QUATION (Table 9) begins by specifying those constraints which are ready to apply, namely
Gnd1 g and EC1 cn2 (Figure 12). Note that Gnd1 g is a fixed-equality constraint with only one participating
variable (see Table 7). It therefore does not require any variable with assigned values in order to get
ready to apply. The all-equal constraint EC1 cn2 is ready to apply since one of its variables, namely vca
is assigned a value (see Figure 12).
Figure 13 shows the constraint network when Gnd1 g and EC1 cn2 are applied. Applying Gnd1 g assigns
the value 0 to vga . This assignment makes the constraint EC1 cn3 ready to apply.
Applying EC1 cn3 assigns 0 to the variables vsn , vr2b and vcb and in turn brings the constraints VS1 s,
Res1 r2 and Cap1 c to the ready state (Figure 14).
This domino-like procedure continues until all the constraints are applied (Figure 15). As seen before,
the degrees of freedom of the network remains unchanged, i.e. −1. This requires that the number of
variables is one less than the number of values. That is, one variable has received 2 values. It is not
possible to specify in advance which variable will get the excessive value. In this example ir1 a (the black
ellipse in Figure 15) has received the values −4D[x] − 16 x and − 13 (9 − x). The two values are set to be
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Fig. 13. Execution of the procedure CN2E QUATION (Table 9) on the constraint network of Example 3 (Figure 11). Gnd1 g and
EC1 cn2 are applied. Gnd1 g has made EC1 cn3 ready to apply. The domino is started.
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Fig. 14. Execution of the procedure CN2E QUATION (Table 9) on the constraint network of Example 3 (Figure 11). EC1 cn3 is
applied. Propagating the value 0 to the variables vsn , vr2b and vcb . This makes VS1 s, Res1 r2 and Cap1 c ready to apply.

Fig. 15. Execution of the procedure CN2E QUATION (Table 9) on the constraint network of Example 3 (Figure 11) is completed.
All constraints in the network are applied. The DoF remains −1, enforcing one variable (ir1b ) to receive an excessive value. We
use multiple values of this variable to build the equation of the system.

equal, leading to the equation
1
1
−4D[x] − x = − (9 − x)
6
3

(5)
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as the string output of the algorithm. This string may be delivered to typical mathematical software to be
rearranged and solved. Equation (5) is equivalent to 8ẋ + x = 6 which is indeed the differential equation
for the unknown x.
5. Experience

O

PY

We tested the proposed method by applying it to solve typical examples in 3 different topics, namely
electric circuits, mechanical dynamical systems and ideal gas law. This section shows that the method
works in a topic-independent manner.
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)9 has developed RDF10 (W3C, 2014) as a standard model
for data interchange, and extended it to OWL (W3C, 2012) as an ontology language (see Allemang
and Hendler’s book (2011) for a detailed introduction to RDF and OWL). Ontologies developed in this
work are written in OLW 2 EL profile using Protégé (Musen, 2015) Version 5.2.0. The reasoner and
other software objects are coded in Java programming language SE 8 Edition using Eclipse IDE. We use
Symja library (Kramer, 2019) to interpret strings of quantitative constraints as mathematical equalities.11
A typical mechanical dynamical system is analyzed in Section 5.1 and an example of the general ideal
gas law is shown in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 reports the applicability of the proposed method to examples
of circuit analysis.

C

5.1. A mechanical system

TH
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The proposed algorithms for making the constraint network (Table 3) and state equations (Table 9)
do not contain any specific scientific knowledge. This makes them reusable for analyzing other types of
physical systems, i.e. more general than electric circuits. The next example states and solves an exemplar
problem on a lumped-element mechanical system. Referring to Table 7 while state variables of electrical
lumped elements are electric voltage and electric current, their counterparts in (translational) mechanical
elements are velocity and force, respectively.

AU

Example 4. Consider the mechanical system shown in Figure 16. It is composed of two point masses
pm1 and pm2 , two springs sp1 and sp2 , the damper dm and the independent force source fs. Output
variables are velocities of point masses pm1 and pm2 .
The left ends of the spring sp1 and the damper dm are fixed. The right ends of the spring sp1 and
damper dm, the point mass pm1 and the left end of the spring sp2 are interconnected. Likewise, the point
mass pm2 , the force source fs, and the right end of the spring sp2 are interconnected.

Fig. 16. The mechanical system of Example 4.
9 https://www.w3.org
10 Resource
11 The

Description Framework.
ontologies and the Java code are available at https://github.com/nlp-sbu/metascience.
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Fig. 17. The lumped-element model of the system shown in Figure 16.
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Fig. 18. Constraint network of Example 4 after completion of S TRUCTURE 2CN (Table 3).

AU

This leads to the structural, lumped-element diagram in Figure 17. Terminal b of sp1 , terminal b of dm,
the single terminal of the point mass pm1 and terminal a of the spring sp2 participate in the mechanical
connection cn1 . Terminal b of the spring sp2 , the single terminal of the point mass pm2 and the single
terminal of the force source fs participate in the connection cn2 . Note that terminals a of the spring sp1
and the damper dm are connected to the fixed point elements fp1 , fp2 respectively. This models the fact
that the two terminals are indeed fixed.
The algorithm S TRUCTURE 2CN (Table 3) generates the constraint network shown in Figure 18. The
network has −2 degrees of freedom. Output variables, i.e. vpm1 and vpm2 are manually assigned unknown
values x and y respectively.
The reasoning algorithm CN2E QUATION (Table 9) leads to the constraint model shown in Figure 19.
After all constraints are applied, two variables, namely fsp2 ,a and fsp2 ,b have two values each (the 2
black ellipses in Figure 19). Equating the 2 values of each variable leads to the following system of
equations:


5 D −1 [x] − D −1 [y] = −4D[x] − 3x − 2D −1 [x],


5 D −1 [y] − D −1 [x] = −6D[y] + 7u(t).

(6)
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Fig. 19. The constraint model of Figure 18 after performing CN2E QUATION (Table 9).

O

Fig. 20. Representation of the system described in Example 5 as part of the ontology of physical world.

TH

Equivalently

4D[x] + 3x + 7D −1 [x] − 5D −1 [y] = 0,

(7)

AU

−5D −1 [x] + 6D[y] + 5D −1 [y] = 7u(t).
This is indeed the system of differential equations of unknown values.
5.2. Ideal gas

In this section, we state and solve an exemplar problem in the classical theory of gases.
g
apply at 300 K to its 0.002 m3
Example 5. How much pressure does 1000 g gas with molar mass 44 mol
container?
Figure 20 shows the structure of described system, represented in the ontology of physical world. The
system consists of a capsule s, a gas g and the relation cnt of containment between s and g. The gas g
with mass mg , molar mass Mg and thermodynamic temperature Tg applies pressure Pga as it is limited
to the volume Vga . The unknown value x is manually assigned to the variable Pga under question.
S TRUCTURE 2CN (Table 3) generates the constraint network shown in Figure 21. The laws Gas1 (i.e.
P V = RnT ) and Matter1 (n = m/M) of Table 7 are instantiated as Gas1 g and Matter1 g, respectively.
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Fig. 21. Constraint network of Example 5 made through S TRUCTURE 2CN (Table 3).

Fig. 22. The constraint model of Example 5 after completion of CN2E QUATION (Table 9).

No. systems
119
95

No. able to analyze
109
78

C

Text
Nilsson and Riedel, Ch. 4
Nilsson and Riedel, Ch. 7

O

Table 13
Ability of the proposed method in analyzing systems

% able to analyze
92
82

O

R

Figure 22 shows the result of running CN2E QUATION on the constraint network of Figure 21. The
variable Pga (the black ellipse) has received 2 values. Equating the 2 values gives the equation x =
2.83 × 107 .

TH

5.3. More experiences

AU

In order to evaluate the proposed representation model of scientific knowledge (Section 2) as well as
the algorithms S TRUCTURE 2CN (Section 3.3) and CN2E QUATION (Section 4) we used our method to
analyze electric circuits in Nilsson and Riedel’s Electric Circuits (Nilsson and Riedel, 2014), Chapter 4
(Techniques of Circuit Analysis), and Chapter 7 (Response of First-Order RL and RC Circuits). Table 13
shows the number of circuits considered in each of those chapters as well as the number of circuits, the
state equations of which are extractable by the proposed method.
One point to note is that in Chapter 7 of Nilsson and Riedel’s book (2014) many circuits contain
switches. Typically the switch is considered to be in its initial position for a long time, making sure
that the circuit has already reached the steady-state. It is, therefore, possible to compute initial values
of output variables. The switch is then changed into its new position (usually at t = 0), initiating the
circuit. Switching changes the structure of the circuit, as a lumped-element system.
Our work is focused on building the state equations of the system. Therefore we do not deal with
initial values of output variables. Moreover, since switching does change the structure of the circuit and
our method does not handle a change in structure, we just considered the final circuit, i.e. after switching.
The results on row “Nilsson and Riedel, Ch. 7” should be considered with this explanation.
All the examples and exercises in the mentioned reference which can be modeled through the proposed
representation are correctly analyzed Others (i.e. %8 of circuits in Chapter 4 and %18 Chapter 7) are
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beyond the scope of the proposed representation model and reasoning algorithm. Most of them are about
equivalent structures, i.e. different structures tending to similar behaviors. The proposed method is not
yet capable of representing transformations among system structures and is therefore not able to model,
nor solve this sort of example.
6. Discussion

PY

This section discusses several points. Section 6.1 asks whether we need a new reasoner for performing
domain-independent analysis of physical systems based on scientific ontologies? Section 6.2 focuses
on the requirement that the degrees of freedom of the built constraint network be identically zero as
far as unknown values are not considered. Is this a reasonable requirement? Section 6.3 is about the
computational complexity of the method proposed in this work. Section 6.5 discusses the brute-force
search as an alternative method for analyzing a given system.
6.1. Why a new reasoner?

O

Why not employ existing reasoners to make use of scientific laws considered here? Fixed-equality
laws could be written in a representation language, as follows:

C

ohm: if (res is a Resistor, resA is port a of res, resB is port b of res, va is voltage of resA, vb is voltage
of resB, ia is current of resA, R is resistance of res) then va − vb = Ria .

O

R

However, it is not known a priori, which variable will be computed based on the values of others, by
application of this rule during reasoning.
To fix this, one could substitute the above rule with the following four:

AU

TH

ohm1: if (res is a Resistor, resA is port a of res, resB is port b of res, va is voltage of resA, vb is voltage
of resB, ia is current of resA, R is resistance of res) then ohm(va , vb , ia , R).
ohm2: if (ohm(va , vb , ia , R), ia , vb , R have values) then va ← vb + Ria .
ohm3: if (ohm(va , vb , ia , R), ia , va , R have values) then vb ← va − Ria .
ohm4: if (ohm(va , vb , ia , R), va , vb , R have values) then ia ← (va − vb )/R.
However, this will cause difficulty. When performing the analysis of a given system, a given law,
targeting a given individual element (or relation) should be applied once, exactly. For instance, if an
electric circuit contains 2 resistors r1 , r2 , then Ohm’s Law should be applied once on r1 , r2 each. Therefore, whenever one of the Ohm2, Ohm3, Ohm4 above is applied to an individual resistor, it will be
necessary to prevent the other 2 from being triggered.
To fix this problem, one could add to Ohm2, Ohm3, Ohm4 above, the precondition that one of
participating variables had not yet received any value. For instance, Ohm2 could be modified as follows:
ohm2 : if (ohm(va , vb , ia , R), ia , vb , R have values, va has no value) then va ← vb + Ria .
This, however, will remove the opportunity that (at the end of analysis) some variables will have
received excessive values, which are used to build the system of state equations. So it does not work.
Moreover, this approach adds some complexity and extra work which should be repeated in representing
every single law of nature. This complexity would be better factored out and moved to the reasoner, as
in our proposed method.
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Another difficulty of the above-mentioned approach appears when we try to represent laws of nature,
like KCL, whose number of participating variables is not determined in advance. It is hard, if possible, to
write this sort of law in terms of rules in an ontology. It is, therefore, necessary to use a pattern in domain
ontology, and have the reasoner to interpret the pattern. This is why we define 3 patterns, corresponding
to 3 mathematical forms of scientific laws, namely equality, zero-sum, and all-equal laws.
Notably, while some physical laws point to elements in the structure of systems (e.g. Ohm’s Law),
others govern relations among elements (for instance, KCL). As a result, a single state variable typically
participates in 2 distinct constraints: one from a law of element, and the other from a law of relation (see
Figure 10).
Another advantage of the proposed reasoning algorithm is as follows. Consider the situation that the
system under investigation contains an element e, but the scientific ontology is missing any scientific
law targeting this element. S TRUCTURE 2CN can detect this lack of constraint, as no scientific law will
be returned to govern e.

PY

6.2. Zero degrees of freedom
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The procedure CN2E QUATION which extracts the system of state equations from the given constraint
network CN relies on the property that the degrees of freedom (DoF) of CN equals −n, where n is the
number of output variables. This will guarantee that at the end, there will be n excess values of variables,
making a system of n equations with n unknowns.
Equivalently, when we neglect all unknown values assigned to output variables, the constraint network
should have zero degrees of freedom.
Let E, R denote, respectively, the sets of elements and relations in the structure of the given system S.
For each e ∈ E, let pe denote the number of ports owned by e. Suppose that the following conditions
hold.
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(1) Every element e ∈ E has pe degrees of freedom. That is, the number of state variables defined on
(maybe ports of) e, minus the number of equalities asserted by scientific laws governing e equals
pe .
(2) Every single port of an element participate in a unique relation.
(3) Each relation r ∈ R with pr participating ports is governed by pr equalities.
Then the constraint network built for S has zero degrees of freedom
(when unknown values assigned

p
to output variables are ignored). Indeed,
there
are
a
total
of
α
=
e∈E e degrees of freedom introduced

by elements, balanced with β = r∈R pr equalities on relations. α = β since they are both, the total
number of ports.
To see that it is not uncommon to establish the above-mentioned conditions, note that they indeed hold
for the formulation of the lumped-element model employed in this text. As a result, they are guaranteed
to hold for any lumped-element system. An electric resistor, for instance, has 2 ports a and b, on which,
4 state variables va , ia , vb , ib are defined by circuit theory. There are, on the other hand, 2 equalities
va − vb = Ria and ia + ib = 0, leaving 2 degrees of freedom. Note that the resistance R has one value,
leaving the DoF unaffected. Moreover, an electric connection r with pr participating ports, is governed
by 1 equality from KCL and pr − 1 equalities, among the pr voltages of connected ports.
Recall that a point mass and a force source has only one mechanical port in Table 7 and Figure 17.
In some formulations of the lumped-element model, it is preferred that all elements have identically
2 ports. This can be seen, for instance, in Chapter 2 of Dorf and Bishop’s book (2011). One-port, as
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Table 14
Time complexity of procedures S TRUCTURE 2CN, R EMOVE N EUTRALS and CN2E QUATION.
n: the number of elements or relations in the structure of the system. w: maximum number of
laws of nature governing an element or a relation. v: maximum number of variables in a law of
nature. u: maximum number of constraints, in which, a variable participates. b: maximum number
of variables pointing to an element or relation
Procedure
S TRUCTURE 2CN
(Table 3)
R EMOVE N EUTRALS
(Table 8)
CN2E QUATION
(Table 9)

Line(s)
8–21
23–34

Required time
T1 ∈ O(nb)
T2 ∈ O(nvw)

2
3–9

T3 ∈ O(nb)
T4 ∈ O(nbv)
T5 ∈ O(nvw)
T6 ∈ O(nuvw)
T7 ∈ O(nb)

3
4–8
10–15

PY

well as multi-port elements, fit with no difficulty in our proposed version of the lumped-element model,
provided that condition 1 above, is fulfilled.

O

6.3. Complexity of the algorithms
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Suppose that the structure of a given system s contains n elements and relations. Let each element or
relation be governed by at most w laws of nature, each of which contains at most v variables, and that
each variable participates in at most u constraints. Suppose also that the theory T used in the analysis of
s defines maximally b variables pointing to each element or relation. Table 14 summarizes the following
results.
In the procedure S TRUCTURE 2CN (Table 3) lines 8–21 put into the constraint network, T1 ∈ O(nb)
variables pointing to the n structural elements and relations. Lines 23–34 add maximally nw constraints
containing v or less variables each, therefore requires T2 ∈ O(nvw). This makes the constraint network.
In R EMOVE N EUTRALS (Table 8) line 2 examines all the T3 ∈ O(nb) variables to determine neutrals.
Provided that all the variables are neutral, lines 3–7 remove them all and for each removed neutral
variable and its governing constraint, line 8 examines the remaining O(v − 1) variables to determine
whether any of them has newly become neutral. The loop, therefore, requires T4 ∈ O(nbv).
In CN2E QUATION (Table 9) line 3 examines all the O(nw) constraints to determine those which are
ready to apply. Each constraint refers to its O(v) variables to find out whether it is ready, therefore
T5 ∈ O(nvw). Lines 4–8 apply all the O(nw) ready constraints. Each of them requires to determine
O(v) variables. After applying a constraint c, it examines all the O(uv) adjacent constraints (c governs
v variables, each participating in u − 1 constraints other than c) to determine new ready ones. Therefore
T6 ∈ O(nuvw). Lines 10–15 examines all the T7 ∈ O(nb) variables to specify those with more than one
values.
Successive execution of the three algorithms therefore requires
T =

7




Ti ∈ O nv(b + uw) .

(8)

i=1

We suggest that the upper bounds b, u and w do not depend on the complexity of the structure of the
system under consideration. Circuit theory, for instance, puts b = m + 2p variables targeting a p-port
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element with m parameters. For resistors, capacitors and inductors b = 1 + 2 × 2 = 5, as well as
independent voltage and current sources.
The maximum w of the number of laws governing an element or relation is also determined by the
theory. Circuit theory, for instance, governs a p-port element by p, and an electric connection by 2 laws
of nature, as discussed in Section 6.2.
Examples in Sections 3, 4 and 5 suggest that u (the maximum number of constraints a variable participates in) equals 3 (see Figures 10, 18 and 21).
The quantities n and v, on the other hand, depend on the system under consideration. It is obvious
for n, the number of structural elements and relations. v (the upper bound of the number of variables
participating in a constraint) is system dependent as, for instance, the number of variables participating
in KCL (Kirchhoff’s Current Law) equals the number of electric ports participating in the connection.
As a result, the time complexity of the proposed method is O(nv).
The memory is required for building the constraint network containing O(nb) variables and O(nw)
constraints, i.e. O(n), given the assumption that b and w are system-independent.
6.4. Soundness of the method

Inferences made by the domain-independent reasoner are based on the following:
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(1) Laws of nature, included in the theory T used in analysis. All those laws are formulated as mathematical equalities, i.e.
F (x1 , . . . , xn ) = 0,

(9)

O

R

where the mathematical rule of F is determined by the corresponding law.
(2) Algebra which is responsible for solving (9) for the desired variable, let us say xk , to obtain
(10)

TH

xk = φ(x1 , . . . , xk−1 , xk+1 , . . . , xn ).

AU

Therefore the reasoning mechanism is solely based on the given scientific theory T plus algebra.
The rearrangement of a mathematical equality is no doubt sound. Therefore the results of the proposed
reasoning method are true, provided that the scientific laws contained in T are true. This proves the
soundness of the proposed reasoning method.
6.5. Why not to search to find the response?
One could rather perform the analysis of a given system s through brute-force search as follows.
Recall that, given the structure of s, the task of analysis is to find the response of s as a function of
time. Generally, they may belong to a quite wide variety of functions. However, when s is linear and
time-invariant (LTI), one can convince to a family of functions which are usually met as responses of
LTI systems, namely products of polynomials, exponential and harmonic oscillation functions, i.e.
f (t) = P (t)eσ t cos (ωt + φ),

(11)

where P (t) is a polynomial and σ , ω, φ are constants. If, moreover, one convinces to polynomials with
degrees not exceeding (let us say) 2, then


(12)
f (t) = a + bt + ct 2 eσ t cos (ωt + φ).
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The response of the system could theoretically be found by searching for the correct vector
[a b c σ ω φ]T , i.e. the vector which is consistent to all the constraints raised from laws of nature
governing structural elements and relations in the system.
In brute-force search one generates a candidate vector [a1 b1 c1 σ1 ω1 φ1 ]T and tests the resulting
function f1 (t). To perform the test, one should use the candidate function to apply all the constraints
governing elements of the system. If the candidate function is not the correct answer, this will be detected
as a mathematical inconsistency, i.e. an equation with no answer. The search process would then continue
until the correct answer is found.
The afore-mentioned search algorithm requires to apply all the constraints governing parts of the
system, to test a single candidate answer. It therefore takes O(nv) (see Section 6.3 and Table 14) time
to perform the test. In a grid search, if one divides the feasible interval of each of the 6 parameters a, b,
c, σ , ω, φ into z intervals, it would take O(nvz6 ) to perform search, which is considerably longer than
the time required by the method proposed in this work.
7. Conclusion and future work
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In this section, we conclude and propose future work. Section 7.1 mentions some of the strengths of
the proposed representation model, as well as the reasoning method. Section 7.2 notes the limitations of
the method. Section 7.3 proposes some future work.
7.1. Conclusion
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We aim to incorporate the procedural knowledge of analyzing physical systems into the ontologies of
science. This is achieved by organizing computational mechanisms on two distinct levels. The domainspecific laws of natural sciences (physics, in this work) are responsible for the very basic inference
mechanism. The domain-independent meta-science has two responsibilities. First, it determines patterns
and constraints, with which, ontologies of science are expected to comply. Second, it performs scientific
reasoning to analyze the given physical system under question.
Existing scientific ontologies may be extended conservatively to comply with the proposed metascience. As a result, the domain-independent reasoner will be able to use their content. This is possible
because the reasoner employs the formalism of scientific laws, even though it does not know their professional content.
The blindness of the reasoner to domain-specific scientific knowledge increases the re-usability of
domain-independent reasoning procedures, and also minimizes the potential risk of infeasible inferences
from professional scientific knowledge.
Section 5 showed that the proposed representation model and reasoning algorithm is indeed able to
perform a considerable part of classic analysis examples.
The pattern that laws of nature should necessarily point to their targets, as part of the physical world,
brings an additional benefit: Starting from the structure of a given system S, one readily obtains those
laws of nature, which targets the structural elements and relations inside S. This supports the scalability
of the reasoning method, as the amount of represented knowledge is increased in scientific ontologies.
The scalability is even further guaranteed, as the problem of analyzing the system S is provided with
a scientific theory T , which takes two responsibilities. First, it contains all the relevant laws of nature,
required to perform analysis. Second, it defines specifically the state variables, from which, the output
variables of S may be selected.
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7.2. Limitations
The reasoning method proposed in this work is based solely on mathematical equalities raised from
relevant laws of nature. Therefore, the reasoning method requires that the following conditions hold.
(1) All the variables participating in the laws should be quantitative.
(2) All the laws in the used theory should mathematically be in the form of equality. Specifically,
they should not be mathematical inequalities. For instance, the second law of thermodynamics,
states that the total entropy of an isolated system can never decrease over time. This law may be
formulated as the following rule.
t1 < t2 → E(t1 )  E(t2 ).

(13)
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As the constraint in the consequent of formula (13) is in the form of inequality, its application
will not tend to a new value for any variable. Therefore, it may not be employed by the reasoning
method proposed in the present work.
(3) The structural model, as well as the behavioral laws governing the system under question should
not use any spatial coordinate system. For instance, modeling systems of rigid bodies require spatial
coordinates. Therefore, they may not be modeled as proposed in this work.
(4) The system under consideration should not experience any event, as an instantaneous change in
structure. The event of a collision between two mass particles, for instance, cannot be modeled or
analyzed using the proposed method.

R

7.3. Future work
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The procedure CN2E QUATION (Table 9) assumes that some constraints in the given constraint network, are ready to be applied. It is also hoped that applying a (ready) constraint, brings one or more other,
not-yet-applied constraints, into the ready state. It is required that this domino-like procedure continues
until all the constraints of the network are applied. This raises a question on the sufficient conditions
of the constraint network, to guarantee that the propagation of constraints continues to the end. As a
conjecture, those conditions may be as follows, for a given constraint network N:
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(1) DoF(N) = −n, where n is the number of output variables.
(2) Every variable in N participates in at least one constraint in N.
(3) No two distinct constraints share the same set of participating variables.
It is easy to defend condition 3. Indeed, if L1 , L2 are scientific laws contained in a given theory, then
they cannot share, simultaneously, their targets and variables. Since if L1 and L2 are both about the same
variables of the same part of the world, then they either are identical, i.e. assert the same constraint, or are
inconsistent, since they propose different values for the same variable (with the same target and type).
The inconsistency, however, is not tolerable in any given scientific theory.
Each of the limitations mentioned in Section 7.2 may be used to propose an extension, as detailed in
the following.
Not all scientific variables are quantitative. Nominal and ordinal variables are used extensively in the
scientific literature. For instance, the phase model of a given chemical substance relates the quantitative
variables temperature and pressure to the nominal variable phase of matter. Further work must be done,
to extend the representation model presented here, to contain nominal and ordinal, as well as fuzzy
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variables. Mathematical equality fails to work for those types of variables. Thus the inference mechanism
needs to be reformulated properly to be able to work with these sorts of variables.
The representation model and reasoning mechanism need to be extended to cover those scientific laws
with inequalities as a mathematical formulation (formula (13), for instance). This will need to assign
intervals (rather than real values) to variables.
Spatial coordinate systems may be added to the representation model of the system under question.
The coordinates will appear in the structural and behavioral model of the system, and also in the description of laws of nature.
Moreover, work should be done to add the capability of modeling events in a given system. For instance, an electric circuit may contain switches. Changing the state of a switch usually tend to a change
in the structure of the circuit, raising the requirement to refresh the model of the system.
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